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During the past decade, Twitter rendered the "pound sign" obsolete andDuring the past decade, Twitter rendered the "pound sign" obsolete and

made the "hashtag" part of our vernacular. The hashtag's uses range frommade the "hashtag" part of our vernacular. The hashtag's uses range from

sarcasm and trolling to awareness of social causes. The latter usage has beensarcasm and trolling to awareness of social causes. The latter usage has been

instrumental in the transition of movements from online to the real world.instrumental in the transition of movements from online to the real world.

In honor of Twitter's 1oth birthday, here are the 10 most influential hashtagsIn honor of Twitter's 1oth birthday, here are the 10 most influential hashtags

around social causes, ranked by the number of times they've been used sincearound social causes, ranked by the number of times they've been used since

their inception. All numbers have been provided by Twitter.their inception. All numbers have been provided by Twitter.

10. #GivingTuesday10. #GivingTuesday

In an attempt to counteract the rampant consumerism that blankets theIn an attempt to counteract the rampant consumerism that blankets the

holiday season starting with Black Friday, Small Business Saturday andholiday season starting with Black Friday, Small Business Saturday and

Cyber Monday (but certainly not ending there), 92Y and the U.N.Cyber Monday (but certainly not ending there), 92Y and the U.N.

Foundation gave life to #GivingTuesday. The social initiative, which began inFoundation gave life to #GivingTuesday. The social initiative, which began in

2012 and whose hashtag has since amassed 2012 and whose hashtag has since amassed 3,100,0003,100,000 uses, asked that uses, asked that

charities use #GivingTuesday in their call-outs for donations on the firstcharities use #GivingTuesday in their call-outs for donations on the first
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Tuesday in December.Tuesday in December.

The first #GivingTuesday generated The first #GivingTuesday generated $10.1 million in donations.$10.1 million in donations.

9. #YesAllWomen9. #YesAllWomen

In response to Elliot Rodger's misogyny-fueled killing rampage at theIn response to Elliot Rodger's misogyny-fueled killing rampage at the

University of California in Santa Barbara and the #NotAllMen defense thatUniversity of California in Santa Barbara and the #NotAllMen defense that

followed, #YesAllWomen aimed to give women followed, #YesAllWomen aimed to give women a place to sharea place to share their their

experiences with rape, abuse, sexism and judgment. The hashtag wasexperiences with rape, abuse, sexism and judgment. The hashtag was

used used 3,700,000 3,700,000 times to help share the compelling and heartbreakingtimes to help share the compelling and heartbreaking

stories of women all over the world.stories of women all over the world.

8. #PrayforJapan8. #PrayforJapan

#PrayforJapan originated after an 8.9-magnitude earthquake and tsunami#PrayforJapan originated after an 8.9-magnitude earthquake and tsunami

hit Japan in March 2011, killing nearly 2,000 people. The hashtag, which hashit Japan in March 2011, killing nearly 2,000 people. The hashtag, which has

been used been used 4,000,000 4,000,000 times, resurfaced in November 2015 after a smallertimes, resurfaced in November 2015 after a smaller

earthquake triggered false reports of an impending tsunami. Even Justinearthquake triggered false reports of an impending tsunami. Even Justin

Bieber tweeted it alongside #PrayforParis.Bieber tweeted it alongside #PrayforParis.

7. #BringBackOurGirls 7. #BringBackOurGirls 

The #BringBackOurGirls hashtag miraculously managed to become The #BringBackOurGirls hashtag miraculously managed to become aa

divisive onedivisive one, despite its goal of uniting users around the demand for the safe, despite its goal of uniting users around the demand for the safe

return of Nigerian school girls kidnapped by a militant Islamist group.return of Nigerian school girls kidnapped by a militant Islamist group.

Although critics were quick to point out the "laziness" of this use of hashtagAlthough critics were quick to point out the "laziness" of this use of hashtag

activism, some of the activism, some of the 6,100,0006,100,000 users of #BringBackOurGirls defended the users of #BringBackOurGirls defended the

trending topic, offering their own criticism of those who shame others fortrending topic, offering their own criticism of those who shame others for

not meeting their standards of awareness.not meeting their standards of awareness.

6. #IceBucketChallenge6. #IceBucketChallenge

6,200,0006,200,000 uses of #IceBucketChallenge on Twitter helped make this uses of #IceBucketChallenge on Twitter helped make this
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awareness campaign so incredibly popular that folks were awareness campaign so incredibly popular that folks were looking for wayslooking for ways

to avoid it entirelyto avoid it entirely. In the summer of 2014, you couldn't log on to. In the summer of 2014, you couldn't log on to

Twitter, and even Facebook or Instagram, without seeing a friend orTwitter, and even Facebook or Instagram, without seeing a friend or

colleague being doused with cold water in the name of amyotrophic lateralcolleague being doused with cold water in the name of amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis (ALS, or Lou Gehrig's disease) and hoping you weren't called uponsclerosis (ALS, or Lou Gehrig's disease) and hoping you weren't called upon

to complete the challenge next.to complete the challenge next.

Despite the Despite the copious cynicismcopious cynicism the challenge inspired, the ALS Association the challenge inspired, the ALS Association

raised millions thanks to the campaign.raised millions thanks to the campaign.

5. #Sandy5. #Sandy

In late 2012, Hurricane Sandy hit the East Coast, wreaking havocIn late 2012, Hurricane Sandy hit the East Coast, wreaking havoc

throughout the Northeast. #Sandy chronicled the perils of those affected andthroughout the Northeast. #Sandy chronicled the perils of those affected and

the damage done in states such as New York and New Jersey. But nearly fourthe damage done in states such as New York and New Jersey. But nearly four

years later, a new study suggests that the hashtag was good for more thanyears later, a new study suggests that the hashtag was good for more than

spreading awareness.spreading awareness.

According to According to a study published earlier this month in the journal Sciencea study published earlier this month in the journal Science

AdvancesAdvances,, the  the 7,200,0007,200,000 uses of #Sandy on Twitter and other relevant uses of #Sandy on Twitter and other relevant

location-tagged tweets helped researchers find "a strong relationshiplocation-tagged tweets helped researchers find "a strong relationship

between proximity to Sandy’s path and hurricane-related social mediabetween proximity to Sandy’s path and hurricane-related social media

activity." Their findings allowed the researchers to suggest that activity onactivity." Their findings allowed the researchers to suggest that activity on

social platforms, such as Twitter, can be used to rapidly assesssocial platforms, such as Twitter, can be used to rapidly assess

damage and aid in disaster response.damage and aid in disaster response.

4. #IndyRef4. #IndyRef

The Scottish independence referendumThe Scottish independence referendum, or #IndyRef for short, monopolized, or #IndyRef for short, monopolized

much of the Twitter conversation on the evening of Sept. 18, 2014. Butmuch of the Twitter conversation on the evening of Sept. 18, 2014. But

Twitter users weren't just following #IndyRef to learn the results of theTwitter users weren't just following #IndyRef to learn the results of the

historic vote about Scotland's leaving the United Kingdom. The hashtag washistoric vote about Scotland's leaving the United Kingdom. The hashtag was

used used 8,500,0008,500,000 times and was a clear indicator of how political times and was a clear indicator of how political

engagement and debate are occurring more frequently online.engagement and debate are occurring more frequently online.
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3. #BlackLivesMatter3. #BlackLivesMatter

For those eager to criticize hashtag activism, the Internet raises youFor those eager to criticize hashtag activism, the Internet raises you

#BlackLivesMatter. Used #BlackLivesMatter. Used 12,000,00012,000,000 times, the hashtag has  times, the hashtag has quite literallyquite literally

transformedtransformed from an online-community unifier to a political movement and from an online-community unifier to a political movement and

tangible organization.tangible organization.

2. #LoveWins2. #LoveWins

After the Supreme Court's historic ruling on same-sex marriage, TwitterAfter the Supreme Court's historic ruling on same-sex marriage, Twitter

included a rainbow heart emoji with each of the included a rainbow heart emoji with each of the 12,800,00012,800,000 mentions of mentions of

#LoveWins. The monumental decision led other social networks to create#LoveWins. The monumental decision led other social networks to create

ways to let users colorfully show their support, such as Snapchat's customways to let users colorfully show their support, such as Snapchat's custom

rainbow location-based filters and Facebook's rainbow profile-picture filter.rainbow location-based filters and Facebook's rainbow profile-picture filter.

1. #Ferguson1. #Ferguson

It should come as little surprise that #Ferguson cruised to No. 1, more thanIt should come as little surprise that #Ferguson cruised to No. 1, more than

doubling the usage of the second-most popular social-issues hashtag. Sincedoubling the usage of the second-most popular social-issues hashtag. Since

its first use, #Ferguson has been tweeted  its first use, #Ferguson has been tweeted  27,200,000 27,200,000 times and hastimes and has

helped amplify the voices of a community that feared it would not be heard.helped amplify the voices of a community that feared it would not be heard.

Unrest in Ferguson, Mo., hit Americans' Twitter timelines before the storyUnrest in Ferguson, Mo., hit Americans' Twitter timelines before the story

seized cable news's attention. Social media became a critical component ofseized cable news's attention. Social media became a critical component of

balanced coverage of the protests in Ferguson.balanced coverage of the protests in Ferguson.
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Trump
spending plan
that makes
good on
campaign
vows puts
GOP in a
quandary
The president’s proposed
budget would increase
defense-related spending by
$54 billion and cut virtually
the same amount from other
federal agencies while
preserving Social Security,
Medicare and Medicaid —
setting up a potential clash
with Republicans in
Congress who insist those
entitlement programs must
be overhauled to ensure the
government’s fiscal health.
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Senate confirms Ross
as commerce secretary

Interactive: Try your
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Hundreds allege sex
harassment,
discrimination at Kay
and Jared jewelry
company

Jacqueline and Angel Rayos-Garcia
with their father at their home in Mesa,
Ariz. (Conor E. Ralph for The
Washington Post)

Here, two teens
and a dad. Across

the border, a mom.
Authorities had known Guadalupe

Garcia de Rayos was undocumented
since 2008, when she was arrested

for using a fake Social Security
number. For the past eight years,

the 35-year-old woman who had left
Mexico at age 14 checked in with

immigration officials and was
allowed to return to her life with her
two American-born children and her
husband. But this time, she wasn’t

allowed to leave.

By Samantha Schmidt

Oscars 2017

2 people immediately knew
‘La La Land’ hadn’t won. So
why did it take so long to
announce ‘Moonlight’?
Nearly two minutes after people from
the wrong movie had started making
their speeches, another drama started
unfolding on the stage at the Dolby
Theatre.

By
Caitlin Gibson, Monica Hesse and Karen Heller

The minute-by-minute breakdown

of the best picture disaster

•

Jimmy Kimmel MORE COVERAGE
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The class-action lawsuit
against Sterling Jewelers, an
American retailing giant
behind the Jared the Galleria
of Jewelry and Kay Jewelers
stores, alleges female
employees were routinely
groped, demeaned and
urged to sexually cater to
their bosses to stay
employed, according to just-
released testimony.

By Drew Harwell

Justice Department
changes course in
high-profile Texas
voter-ID case
The federal government filed
a motion seeking to drop its
claim that the Texas law,
one of the strictest in the
country, is intentionally
racially discriminatory.
Lawyers said in Monday’s
filing that rather than litigate
the question, the
administration wants to give
state lawmakers an
opportunity to adjust the
rule.

By Sari Horwitz

on the Oscars
mix-up: ‘I’m
standing there
like an idiot …
but also trying
really hard not
to laugh’

At elite after-
party, one
question:
What
happened,
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Dunaway?
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Trump was

the talk of the
Oscars — but
almost

nobody
dropped his
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Accounting
firm that

handles Oscar
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Share news tips with us
confidentially
Do you have information the public should
know? Here are some ways you can securely
send information and documents to Post
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